Kimberleys language material: D'aro, N'ol N'ol, etc. [Beagle Bay, W.A., etc., 1931-47]. 7 pts. Holograph (photocopy).

Dictionaries; word lists; grammar notes; translations of prayers, hymns.

Contents:

   (b) another copy, [38] 1.
2. (a) D'aro-German dictionary, [40] 1.
   (b) German-D'aro dictionary, 12 1.
3. (a) D'aro Nomina: names; families and genealogies; expressions of relationships; seasons, weather and direction, 11 1.
   (b) D'aro Wörter, 11 1.
   (c) Answers to questions of P. Nekes, 4 1.
   (d) Vocabulary: time and direction; number; clothes and decorations of body; weapons, utensils and topography; holy sticks; names of animals; plants; orders and calls of daily life, [9] 1.
4. (a) Pronouns: [D'aro?] with some data on N'ol N'ol and D'aber D'aber] 10 1.
   (b) Letter to P. Hügel, dated 18 Nov. 1931, containing information on D'aro, [2] 1.
   (c) Notes on grammar: N'ol N'ol, Nimanbor, D'aber D'aber, Bād, etc., [26] 1.
7. Miscellaneous pages
   (a) [Nekes, H.J.], 4 1.
   (b) [Worms, E.A.], 1 1.